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CHAPTER I
Introduction
At one time Physical Education was convention-
alized. Because of foreign influence it was one
system or another. Later it seemed as though the
system and method of teaching became secondary and
the really important factor became the child.
Among the later developments came the emphasis
upon play for recreational values. The objectives
of such a program were to recreate the youngster of
tomorrow and to promote such situations as v/ould pro-
vide an opportunity for the child to act naturally
and spontaneously, in stimulating activities. These
conditions were to be physically, morally and socially
sound, as well as, safe and satisfying,
As Physical Education progressed from the old
days of formal drill to the new day of recreational
activities, from specialization of the few to an en-
ricliment of life for the many, from the generalized
training of the masses, to the specialized attention
to the individual, so it must keep on progressing to
meet the future needs and hopes of a new generation,
1 Y/illiam R, LaPorte, "Changing Concept
of Physical Education," Research Quarterly of
the American Physical Education Association,
(March 1931)
, pp. 1-4

President Meader of Russell Sage College says that
in our schools, "the three strategic subjects to which
we are looking for the greatest help are
p
sociology, psychology and physical education,"
But physical activities which carry with them
psychic experiences directed tovmrd Joy-awakening, and
toward human satisfaction may differ from man to man.
Not every human being is acrobatic in performance, or
athletic in competition, or creative in the dance, to
the same degree. No activitj;- in itself is good. It
is only good for the person v/ho practices it, "When
the senses and the mentality remain receptive, then
j
man is an active happy optimist to the end of his
j
days," ^
.
I
Modem psychology expresses the opinion that the
child should be deeply interested in his work in order
to be successful. If a child is uninterested in the
task at hand he will become inattentive, and anti-social
results may be expected, ^
jj
^ "Physical Education and Enriched Living,"
Journal of Health and Physical Education,
(June, 1936), pp, 362-363 !
I
rz I
Eugene Matthias, "The Deeper Meaning of
i
Physical Education," pp, 18-21 85-88
|
V/ilson and Wilson, "The Motivation of
School V/ork," pp. 29-42
rr
(
As Frederick Rand Rogers of Boston University
states, "the most abundant life comes when a new
experience is involved in each successive moment
of existence. The supreme aim of education then,
is so to guide children that they will continually
enjoy new experiences, and especially such experi-
ences as will lead pupils, and all with whom they
come into contact, to engage in further activities
—
which will, in their turn, enrich intelligence, de-
velop new appreciations, and lead to still wider
5
and deeper living."
Statement of the Problem
This writer believes that there must be teach-
ing that v/ill lead to liking, and that most people
will exert an effort to learn if their interest has
been aroused.
In the field of Physical Education interest is
inseparable from effort. Interest not followed by
effort, and effort unaccompanied by interest do not.
produce the best results. It is the teacher^s function
to arouse the pupils interest and then to lead him
into correct ways for the expenditure of effort.
5
"Educational Objectives of Physical
Activities," pp. 5-6

Likes and dislikes make for alertness. Learning
to like tilings and situations that are for the best,
is the way toward a full life. It is because of an
interest in reaching each individual girl and a desire
to knov/ the attitude of college students in general
tov/ard physical education that led the author to
select this subject.
Other Investigations of the Problem
Similar studies have been made at the secondary
and also the college level. Marguerite Bullock and
Florence Alden, of the University of Oregon conducted
a study in which they found that student attitudes
were affected by:
a. The training of the teachers who
taught them, «
b. The richness of the college program,
c. The factor of compulsion,
d. Classes scheduled in the late after-
6
noon,
^ 'Some of the Factors Determining the
Attitude of Freshmen Women at the University
of Oregon toward Required Physical Education,"
Research Quarterly of American Physical Educa-
tion Association, (December 1933) pp. 60-70

Another interesting report, by Miriam V/aggoner
included many items which were used "by the author of
this paper. Miss Waggoner found:
a. That formal work received a very low
rat ing.
b. That individual activities received
a very high rating.
c. That a wide range of choice in phys-
ical activities should be presented to
students of college age, ^
The last study to which the writer has reference
"Factors in the Required Physical Education Program
o
That Are Least Attractive to the College Girl," was
made in three State Teacher* s Colleges, New Jersey,
Missouri and Washington, Miss Alden found in her
checking that the following list of reasons, seemed
to be those influencing the establishment of unfavor-
able attitudes tov/ard physical education:
a. Inconvenience of dressing and undress-
ing.
"Individual Differences in Interests and
Efforts of College Women as Related to a Program
of Physical Education." (Research Quarterly of
the American Physical Education Association)
(October 1935) pp. 85-95
^ Mabel Avis Alden, (Research Quarterly
American Physical Education Association) (Decemb
1932) np. 97-107
1i
b. Not time enough to dress.
c. Failure of secondary schools to de-
velop skills beyond the novice stage.
Some of the questions in the above report were
used in the questionnaire prepared by the author of
this thesis.
Procedure
A questionnaire was used to secure the data.
Nine hundred were sent to four of the Massachusetts
State Teacher's Colleges. Eight hundred and tv/enty-
three ansv/ers were received. These questionnaires
were not distributed by the Physical Education
instructor, as the author felt that frank answers
might not be given. A letter v;as sent, with per-
mission of the Directors of Physical Education, to
the Presidents of the Athletic Associations. These
girls presented the questionnaires and made the
necessary explanations.
The first part ofthe questionnaire dealt with
the play experiences of each girl, in order to find
out if possible how much these factors might have
affected her attitude tov/ard physical education.
The second part touched upon High School Environ-
mental conditions in an attempt to discover if they,
in any v/ay, had an effect upon her attitude.
•i
I,
The third and last part of the questionnaire
dealt Y7ith College Physical Education, The ^vriter
was most anzious to imow the girls' attitude toward
the College Program.
The entire questionnaire was summarized on a
"Yes" and "No" basis. Yes, to he interpreted as
meaning, "liking for Physical Education." No, to
be interpreted as meaning a "dislike for Physical
Education."
Summary of the Data
A. Effect of Childhood Play Life upon the four hun-
dred and thirty-eight (438) who liked Physical Edu-
cation in High School and upon the two hundred and
seventy-eight (278) who disliked it.
1. That three himdred and fifty-two (352) or
eighty and three tenths percent {80.3^^) of those
who liked Physical Education in High School play-
ed with their brothers.
2. That tvro hundred and thirty-nine (239) or
eighty-five and nine tenths percent (85.9^) of
those v;ho disliked Physical Education in High
School played V7ith their brothers.
3. That three hundred and sixty-two (362) or
eighty-two and six tenths percent (82.6%) of
those who liked Physical Education in High School
i1
1
1
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played with their sisters,
4« That one hundred and ninety girls (190) or
sixty-eight and three tenths percent (68.3%) of
those Y7ho liked Physical Education in High School
played v/ith their sisters.
5. That thirty-three girls (33) or seven and
five tenths percent (7.5^) of those who liked
Physical Education in High School played alone
most of the tine.
6. That sixty-eight (68) girls or twenty-four
and four tenths percent (24.4%) of those vv^ho dis-
liked Physical Education in High School played
alone most of the time.
7. That fifty-eight (58) girls or thirteen and
two tenths percent (13.2%) of those v/ho liked
Physical Education in High School had no brothers.
8. That fifty-tv70 (52) girls or eighteen and
seven tenths (18.7%) of those v/ho disliked Physi-
cal Education in High School had no brothers.
9. That seventy-four (74) girls or sixteen and
eight tenths percent (16«8%) of those who liked
Physical Education in High School had no sisters,
10. That seventy-five (75) or twenty-six and nine
tenths percent (26.9%) of those v/ho disliked Phys-
ical Education in High School had no sisters.

11, That fifty-one (51) girls or eleven and six
tenths percent (11,6^) of those who like Physical
Education in High School were the only child in
the family,
12. That seventy-two (7S) or twenty-five and
eight tenths percent (S5.8^) of those vrho dis-
liked Physical Education in High School v/ere the
only child in the family,
B. Effect of High School Environmental Conditions upon
the four hundred and thirty-eight (438) v/ho liked it and
the two hundred and seventy-eight (278) who disliked it,
1. That two hundred and eleven (211) or forty-
eight and one tenth percent (48.1^) of those v;ho
liked Physical Education in High School attended
schoold v^hich had an enrollment of from seven
hundred (700) to three thousand (3000) pupils.
2. That two hundred and eight (208) or seventy-
four percent (74^) of those who disliked Physical
Education attended schools which had enrollments
as in number one.
3. That one hundred and seventy-siz (176) or
forty and one tenth percent (40.1^) of those v7ho
liked Physical Education in High School attended
schools which had enrollment of from one hundred
(100) to six hundred (600) pupils.
••
•
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4. That sixty-three (63) or twenty-two and siz
tenths percent (22.6°^) of those who disliked
Physical Education in High School attended schools
which had an enrollment of from one hundred (100)
to six hundred (600) pupils,
5. That thirty-seven (37) or eight and four tenths
percent (8.4^) of those who liked Physical Educa-
tion in High School attended Physical Education
classes which had from sixty-five (65) to one hun-
dred (100) pupils.
6. That seventy (70) or tv;enty-five percent {25%)
of those who disliked Physical Education in High
School attended the same size classes as stated
in number four.
7. That four hundred and ten (410) or ninety-one
and six tenths percent (91,6^) of those who liked
Physical Education in High School attended Physi-
Education classes of twenty-five (25) to sixty
(60) pupils.
8. That one hundred and ninety-nine (199) or
seventy-one and two tenths percent (71.2^) of
those who disliked Physical Education in High
School attended Physical Education classes of
twenty-five (25) to sixty (60) pupils.

9. That two hundred and seventy-five (275) or
sixty-two and seven tenths (62.7^) of those v;ho
liked Physical Education in High School had
trained women teachers.
10. That two hiindred and forty-one (241) or
eighty-six and six tenths percent (86.6%) of those
VTho disliked Physical Education in High School had
trained vromen teachers,
11# That one hundred and ninety-five (195) or
forty-four and five tenths percent (44,55^) of those
who liked Physical Education in High School shared
the gymnasium with the boys.
12. That fifty-nine (59) or tv7enty-one and two
tenths percent (21.2%) of those v;ho disliked Phys-
ical Education in High School shared the gymnasium
with the boys.
13. That one hundred and eighty-five (185) or forty
two percent (42%) of those who liked Physical Educa
tion in High School had a separate gymnasium for
girls,
14. That one hundred and two (102) or thirty-six
and six tenths percent (36.6%) of those v/ho dis-
liked Physical Education in High School had a sep-
arate gsnnnasium for girls.
15. That one hundred and nine (109) or thirteen and

two tenths percent (13.2^) of the total number
eight hundred and twenty-four (824) did not have
Physical Education in High School.
16, That thirteen (13) or one and five tenths per-
cent (1.5fS) of this number attended private schools
and thirteen (13) or that same percent were excused
by the doctor.
That the four most common reasons for disliking
Physical Education in High Schools were:
a. Not time enough to dress.
b. Inconvenience of dressing and undressing.
c. Activities not interesting.
d« Class too large.
C. Attitude in College.
The percentage is based on the total number of
students eight hundred and twenty-four (824), who an-
swered the questionnaire.
1. That four hundred and thirty (430) or fifty-two
and one tenth percent (52.1^) liked Physical Edu-
cation both in High School and College.
2. That eight (8) girls or nine tenths percent
{m9fo) who liked Physical Education in High School
disliked it in College.
3« That two hundred and thirty-eight (238) or
twenty-eight and eight tenths percent (28.8^) v/ho

disliked it in High Sctiool, now like it in College.
4. That forty (40) girls or four and eight tenths
percent (4.8%) still dislike Physical Education in
College,
5. That ninety-five (95) or eighty-seven and one
tenth percent (87.1%) of the one hundred and nine
who did not have Physical Education in High School
now like it in college.
6. That ten (10) or nine and one tenth percent
(9.1%) of those v7ho did not have it in High School
dislike it in College,
7. The four (4) most common reasons for disliking
Physical Education in College are:
a. Not time enough to dress.
h. Inconvenience of dressing and undressing.
c. Activities not interesting.
d. Dislike activities in any form,
8. Four most common reasons for liking Physical
Education in College are:
a. It is fun.
b. A varied program is offered.
c. Get necessary exercise,
d. Like to play games.
€I
9, That six hundred and twenty-eight (628) or
tv;enty-siz and two tenths percent (26.2^) of the
eight hundred and tv>7enty-four (824) who answered
the questionnaire would elect Physical Education if 1
it were not required and credit were given.
'
10. That five hundred and tv/enty-one (521) or six-
ty-three and two tenths percent (63»2^) of the total
number would elect Physical Education if it v/ere not
required and no credit v/erc given.
II
CHAPTER II
The Effect of Childhood Play Life upon a Student^
s
Attitude toward Physical Education .
The author mshed to discover if the student »s
early play life in any way affect her attitude toward
Physical Education,
All of the tables in this thesis may be interpreted
in the same manner as Table I, a detailed explanation
of V7hich is as follov/s:
In College A, with a total of two hundred
and forty-six (246) students, as shown in the
first line of the right hand column, fifty-three
(53) or twenty-one and five tenths percent {Zl*5fj)
liked Physical Education in High School, as shovm
under the column "Like". This same nuiaber also
played v/ith their older brothers, as shown under
the heading "Older Brothers",
In College A, twenty six (26) or ten and five
tenths percent (lO.S^/o) disliked Physical Education
in High School, as shovm under the second column
from the left, "Dislike", and played v;ith their
older brothers, as shovm under the heading, "Older
Brothers",
In College A, sixty (60) or tv/enty-four and
three tenths percent (24.3^) liked Physical Educa-

tion in High School, as shown under the heading
"Like", and played with their younger brothers,
as shoY/n under the heading "Younger Brothers".
Forty (40) or sixteen and tv/o tenths percent (16«2^)
disliked Physical Education in High School, as
shown Luider the column heading "Dislike", and
played v/ith their younger brothers, as shown under
the heading "Younger Brothers",
In College A, Thirty-two (32) or thirteen
percent (13^) liked Physical Education in High
School, as shown under the heading"Llke", and played
with older sisters, as shown under the heading "Old-
er Sisters". Forty (40) or sixteen and tv/o tenths
percent (16,2^) disliked Physical Education in High
School, as shown under the heading "Dislike", and
played with their older sisters, as shown under the
heading "Older Sisters",
In College A, thirty-nine (39) or fifteen and
nine tenths percent (15.9^^) liked Physical Educa-
tion in High School, as shovm under the heading
"Like", and played with their younger sisters, as
shown under the heading "Younger Sisters." Twenty-
five (25) or ten and one tenths percent (10.1^ dis-
liked it and played with their younger sisters.
Successive lines contain data for Colleges B, C and

The last three lines, at the bottom of the Table,
contain the total for all four Colleges.
The summary at the bottom of Table I, p. 18 shov/s of
the eight hundred and twenty four (824) who answered
the questionnaire:
a. That one hundred and eighty-two( 182) or twenty-
one percent! 21%) liked Physical Education in High
School and had older brothers with whom they played.
b. Thatone hundred and fourteen! 114) or thirteen
percent (13%) dislikedPhysical Education in Idigh
School and had older brothers with v/hom they played.
c. Thatone hundred and seventy (170) or twenty
percent(20%) liked Physical Education in High School
and had younger brothers v/ith whom, they played.
d. That one hundred and twenty-five (125) or fifteen
percent (15%) disliked Physical Education in High
school and had younger brothers with v/hom they played.
e. Thattv/o hundred and three (203) or tv/enty-four
percent (24%) liked Physical Education in High School
and had older sisters with whom they played.
f. That eighty-nine (89) or ten percent (10%)
disliked Physical Education in High School and had
older sisters with whom they played.
„ That one hundred and fifty-nine (159) or nineteen

Table I SHOWS CERTAIN DATA FOR YARYII-IG irjI.IBERS OF STUDEITTS
IN COLLEGES A, B, C AMD D, ^JHO IN HIGH SCHOOL
LIKED OR DISLIKED PITfSIGAL EDUCATION AND WHO PLAT-
ED WITH OLDER AND YOUNGER BROTHERS AND SISTERS .
College "A"
Number
t!
Percent
Older Younger Older Younger Total
Brothers Brothers Sisters Sisters Number
of
Dis- Dis- Dis- Dis- Students
Like Like Like Like Like Like Like Like
53 26 60 40 3S
21.5 10.5 24.3 16.2 13
40 39 25 246
16.2 15.9 10.1
College "B"
NuTflber
|j
Percent
College "C"
27 15 17 19 35 13 10 12 117
23 12.8 14.5 16.2 29.9 11.1 16.2 10.2
42 39 50 36 50 6 59 38 229
18.2 17 21.8 15.7 21.8 2.6 25.7 16.5
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number
Percent
Total
of
Four Colleges
Number 182 114 170 125
Percent 21.8 13.7 20.4 15
60 34 43 30 86 30 42 26 232
25.9 14.6 18.5 12.9 37.1 12.9 18.1 11.2
Ratio
203 89 159 101 824
24.4 10.7 19.1 12.1
1.6: 1 1.3: 1 2.2: 1 1.5: 1
i1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
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percent {19%) liked Ph3'-sical Education in High
School and had younger sisters with whom they played,
h. That one hundred and one (101) or twelve per-
cent {12%) disliked Physical Education in High
School and had younger sisters with whom they played.
Table II p. go shows the status as to childhood
pla3niiates of the eight hundred and tv/enty-four (824)
students in the four colleges, who liked or disliked
Physical Education in High School,
a. Of the one hundred and one (101) or twelve per-
cent {12%) who played alone in childhood, thirty-
three (33) or four percent (4%) liked Physical
Education in High School, and sixty-eight (68) or
eight percent {&fo) disliked it in High School,
b. Of the four hundred and fifty eight (458) or
fifty-five percent (55^^) who pla^red with other
children in High School, two hundred and seventy-
three (273) or thirty-three percent (33%) liked
Physical Education in High School and one hundred
and eighty-six (186) or tv/enty-tv/o percent {22%o)
disliked it in High School,
c. Of the one hundred and sixteen (116) or four-
teen percent (14%) who played with their brothers
in childhood, sixty-eight (68) or eight percent
(8%) liked Physical Education in High School, and

Ii
20
Table II SHOWS FOR VARYING ITU13ERS OF STUDKMTS IN
COLLEGES A, B, C AND D, WHO LIKED OR DIS -
LIKED PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN HIGH SCHOOL
,
CERTAIN DATA AS TO CHILDHOOD PLAYl.iATES.
College "A"
Number
Percent
College "B"
Number
Percent
Played With With With Total
Alone Other Brothers Sisters Number of
Childred Students
Dis- Dis- Dis- Dis-
Like Like Like Like Like Like Like Like
11 19 84 55 30 24 37 23 246
4,4 7.7 34.1 22.3 12.1 9.7 15 9.3
1 10 45 35 6 4 9 5 117
.8 8 38.4 29.9 5.1 3.4 7.6 4.2
College "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number
Percent
Total of All
Four Colleges
Num'Fer 33 68 273 186 68 48 114 53
Percent 4 8.2 33.1 22.2 8.2 5.8 13.7 6.4
11 25 51 54 12 8 24 19
4.8 10.9 22.3 23.5 5.2 3.5 10.5 8.1
10 14 93 41 20 12 44 6
4.3 6 40.1 17.6 8.1 4.8 19 2.5
Ratio
.4: 1 1.4: 1 1.4: 1 2.1: 1
229
232
824

forty-eight (48) or five percent disliked it,
d. Of the one hundred and sixty-seven (167) or
tv/enty percent {20fo) who played with their sisters
in childhood, one hundred and fourteen (114) or
j
]
thirteen percent (13^^) liked Physical Education
in High School, and fifty-three (53) or six percent
{&%) disliked it.
The above figures may indicate casual relationships.
Hov/ever, children who played alone in childhood dis-
liked Physical Education in High School in a 2:1 ratio,
while children who played with sisters liked Physical
Education in a 2:1 ratio; in other words, playing alone
is a 4:1 risk that a child will like Physical Education
'j
as against playing with their sisters.
The most important factor shov/n in Table III p. 22
seems to be the one entitled "Only Child", Fourteen
percent (14^) or one hundred and twenty-three (123)
girls were the only child in the family and fifty-one
(51) or six percent (6^) of these liked Physical Edu-
cation in High School while seventy-tv;o (72) or eight
percent {8%) disliked it. Students who had no brothers
to play v;ith liked Physical Education in a 1:1 ratio and
students who had no sisters liked Physical Education in
a ,9:1 ratio but students v/ho were the only child in the
family liked Physical Education in only a ,7:1 ratio.

Table III SH07/S HEHTAIN DATA FOR VARYING ITUI.IBERS 0F_ STUDEilTS
IN COLLEGES A, B, C AND D, V/HO IN HIGH SCHOOL LIKED
OR DISLIKED PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND WIO HAD EITHER
BROTHERS OR SISTKRS OR V/ERE THE OI-TLY CHILD IN THE
FAI.HLY.
No
Brothers
No
Sisters
Only
Child
Total
Nuci'ber
of
Students
Dis- Dis- Dis-
Like Like Like Like Like Like
College "A"
Number
Perc ent
College "B"
Number
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number 23
Percent 9.9
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number 58
Percent 7
16 12 12 19 13 16
6.5 4.8 4.8 7.7 5.6 6.5
8 3 16 9 7 14
6.8 2.5 13.6 8.1 5.9 12.3
11 22 18 26 12 27
4.8 9.6 7.8 11.3 5.2 11.8
15 28 21
6.8 12.1 9
52 74 75
6.2 8.9 9.2
19 15
8.2 6.8
51 72
6.1 8.6
246
117
229
232
824
Ratio 1.1 : 1 .96: 1 .7 : 1

A lack of opT3ortunity to play with other children may
have an effect upon their present attitude. It would
be well to further examine the play-life of the only
child who still dislikes Physical Education.
11
f
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
CHAPTER III
Effect of High School Environmental Condition
upon Attitude tov/ard Physical Education .
It would seem that the information assembled under
Table IV p, S5 and Table V p, S8 should substantiate
each other as they undoubtedly do.
Erom Table IV p. 25 the conclusion is reached that
students coming from smaller High Schools are more apt
to like Physical Education than those coming from larger
High Schools. The last line in the summary of Table IV
p. 25 illustrate this:
a. In High Schools of three thousand (3,000)
pupil enrollment, students liked Physical Education
in .9:1 ratio.
b. In High Schools of eight hundred (800) pupil
enrollment, students like Physical Education in
a 4:1 ratio.
Also that from Table V p. 28 more than twice as
many who were placed in smaller classes for Physical
Education lessons, liked Physical Education than disliked
it.
As the latter factor, size of class, seems to be
at least one reason for disliking the subject, as pointed
out in both Table V p. 28 and Table X p. 43 prevention
»• •
i
#
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Table IV SHOY/S FOR VARTOTG MJIVIBERS OF STUDBin'S IN COLLEGES
^ B, C AMD D, mo LIKED OR DISLIKED PEYSICAL
EDUCATION IN HIGH SCHOOL , CERTAHnI DATA AS TO im
SIZE OE HIGH SCHOOL THEY ATTEI\TiED.
Of of Of Total
3,000 2,000 1,000 900 Number
Pupils Pupils Pupils Pupils of
Students
Dis- Dis- Dis- Dis-
Like Like Like Like Like Like Like Lilce
College "A"
Number 41 44 7 22 10 6 4 2 246
Percent 16.6 17.8 2.8 8.9 4 2.4 1.6 .8
|
College "B"
Number 5 0 1 1 11 13 4 5 117
I
Percent 4.2 q .8 .8 9 11.1 3,4 4.2
College "C"
Number 12 24 26 24 32 13 2 1 229
Percent 5.2 10.5 11.3 10.5 13.9 5.6 .8 .4
College "D"
Nujiiber 19 12 38 14 16 13 11 0 232
Percent 8.2 4.8 16.4 6 6.5 5.6 4.7 0
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number 77 80 72 61 69 45 21 8 824
Percent 9,2 9.6 8.6 7.3 8.3 5.4 2.5 1
Ratio
.9: 1 1.2: 1 1.5: 1 2.5: 1
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Table IV (Continued) SHOWS FOR VAUYHTG I-]UI.33ERS OF STUDEIITS
IN COLLEGES A, B, C AITO D, VffiO LIKED OR DISLIICED
PIIYSICiiL EDUCATION HIG-H SCHOOL , CERTAIN DATA
AS TO THE SIZE OF HIGH SCHOOL TEUY ATTENDED.
Of
800
Pupils
Of
700
Pupils
Of
600
Pupils
Of
500
pupils
'College "A"
Number
Percent
College "B"
Number
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
fcollege "D"
Number
Percent
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number ;
Percent
Ratio
Total
Number
of
Students
Like
Dis-
Like Like
Dis-
Like Like
Dis-
Like Like
Dis-
Like
9
3,6
1
.4
3
1.2
4
1.6
6
2.4
7
2,8
11
4.4
6
2.4
246
9
7.6
2
1.7
1
.8
2
1.7
8
6,8
5
4.2
3
2.5
2
1.7
117
6
2.6
0
0
5
2.1
2
.8
7
3
2
.8
11
4.8
1
.4
229
4 3 5 0 2 6 16 8 232
1.7 1.3 2.1 0 .9 2.5 6.5 8.5
28
3.4
6
.7
14
1.7
8
.1
23
2.8
20
2.4
41 17
4.9 2
824
4.8: 1 1.7: 1 1.1: 1 2,4: 1
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Table IV (Continued) SHOVfS FOR YARYWG MH-ffiERS OF STUDEj^TTS
IN COLLEGES A, B, C Am D, WHO LIKED OR DISLIKED
PPIYSICAL EDUCATION IN HIGH SCHOOL , CERTAIN DATA
AS TO THE SIZE OF HIGH SCHOOL THEY ATTEI^IDED.
Of Of Of Of
400 300 200 100
Pupils Pupils Pupils Pupils
College "A"
Nuraber
Percent
College "B"
Number
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
NuTdber
Percent
|otal of All 21
Number
' Percent
I
patio
Total
Number
of
Students
Like
Dis-
Like Like
Dis-
like Like
Dis-
like Like
Dis-
Like
o ± Q 2 9 O D O
3.2 .4 3.6 .8 3.6 1.2 2 1.2
4 1 1 2 17 1 4 1 117
3.4 .8 .8 1.7 14.5 .8 3.4 .8
4 2 7 2 0 0 4 2 229
1,7 .8 3 .8 0 0 1.7 .8
5 0 3 0 14 0 8 6 232
2.1 0 1.3 0 6 0 3.5 2.5
4 20 6 40 4 21 12 824
2.5 .4 2.4 .7 4.8 .4 2.5 1.4
6.2: 1 3.4: 1 12 : 1 1.7: 1

Table Y SHQI7S FOR V/iRYII-TG IIUI.IB5R OF STlFDE'ITS IH COLLEGES
A, B, C AND D, VraO Ln<ED OH DISLII<ED PHYSIC/iL
EDUCATION IN HIGH SCHOOL
,
CERTAIN DATA AS TO THE
SIZE OF Tm PHYSICAL EDUCATION CI^'^SES THEY AT-
TEI^IDED IN HIGH SCHOOL,
Of
100
Pupils
Of
95
Pupils
Of
90
PUT)iIs
Of
85
Pupils
Total
Number
of
Students
College "A"
Dis- Dis- Dis- Dis-
Like Like Like Like Like Like Like Like
Number 36000006 246
Percent 1.2 2,4 0 0 0 0 0 2.4
College "B"
Number 22000000 117
j
Percent 1.7 1.70 0 0 0 0 0
College "C"
Number 58001003 229
Percent 2.1 3.5 0 0 .4 0 0 1.3
College "D"
,
Number 25000000 232
Percent 1.9 2.1 0 0 0 0 0 0
.
Total of All
Four Colleges
' Number 12 21 0 0 1 0 0 9 824
' Percent 1.4 2.5 0 0 .4 0 0 1.1
Ratio 5.6: 1
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Table Y (Continued) SHOT-,^ FOR VARYPIG NUTvIBER OF STUDENTS
IN COLLEGES A, B, C MD D, WHO LIKED OR DIS-
LIKED PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN HIGH SCHOOL , CERTAIN
DATA AS TO TIS SIZE OF TI^ PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CLASSES THEY ATTENDED IN HIGH SGIiOOL.
College "A"
Number
Percent
College "B**
Number
Percent
College "C"
^ JTumber
Percent
College "D"
Of
80
Pupils
Of
75
pupils
Of
70
Pupils
Of
65
Pupils
Total
Number
of
Students
Like
Dis-
Like Like
Dis-
Like Like
Dis-
Like Like
Dis-
Like
4
1.6
11
4.4
4
1.6
2
.8
0
0
5
2
1
.4
0
0
246
0
0
0
0
2
1.7
4
3.4
0
0
0
0
1
.8
0
0
117
1
.4
4
1.7
1
.4
0
0
2
.8
6
2.6
1
.4
1
.4
229
4
1.7
6
2.5
2
.9
1
.4
1
.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
232Number
Percent
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number g 21 9 7 11 3
Percent i.i 2.5 1.1 .8 ,3 1.3
824
.3
Ratio
.4: 1 1.37:1 .2: 1
.1
: 1

Table V (Continued) SHOV/S FOR VARYH^IG m.IBBR OF STUDEI-PTS
IN COLLEGES A, B, C ,AJ^ D, WHO LIKED OR DISLIICSD
PETSICAL EDUCATION IN HIGH SCHOOL , CERTAIN DATA
AS TO TI^ SIZE OF TI^ PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES
THEY ATTEIHDED BI HIGH SCHOOL.
College "A"
Number
Percent
College "B"
Number
"
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number
Percent
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number
Percent
Of Of Of Of Total
60 55 50 45 Number
Pupils Pupils Pupils Pupils of
Students
Dis- Dis- Dis- Dis-
Like Like Like Like Like Like Like Like
13 11 2 0 10 8 19 5 246
5.2 4.4 .8 0 4 3.2 7.7 2
1
1 0 0 0 9 6 0 0 117
.8 0 0 0 7.6 5.1 0 0
17 16 13 11 7 3 6 0
1
229
7.4 7 5.6 4.8 3 1.3 2.6 0
15 18 0 0 21 5 5 0 232
6.8 7.7 0 0 9 2.1 2.1 0
46 45 15 11 47 22 30 5 824
5.6 5.4 1.8 1.3 5.7 2.6 3,6 .6
Ratio 1:1 1.3 :1 2.1 :1 6 :1
r!
(
Table Y (Continued) SH0Y7S FOR VARYn-TG InPOI-IBER OF STUDEI'TTS
IN COLiaOES A, B, C MID D, YIEO LIKED OR DISLIKED
PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN HIGH SCHOOL , CKRTAIN DATA
AS TO SIZE OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATIOIT CLASSES
THEY ATTEITDED JM HIGH SCHOOL.
College "A"
Number
Percent
Of Of Of Of Total
40 35 30 25 Nunber
Pupils Pupils Pupils Pupils of
Students
Dis- Dis- Dis- Dis-
Like Like Like Like Like Like Like Like
16 21 15 0
6.5 8.5 6 0
12 11 13 7
4.8 4.4 5.2 2,8
246
College "B"
Number
Percent
College "C'
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number
Percent
Total of All
10 7 5 2 13 5 21 4
8 5.9 4.2 1.7 11.1 4.2 17.9 3.4
22 12 11 0
9.6 5.2 4.8 0
27 17 6 0
11.6 7.3 2.5 0
15 6 18 7
6.5 2.6 7.7 3
30 10 38 7
12.9 4.3 16.4 3
Four Colleges
Number 75
Percent 9
57 37 2 70 32 90 25
6.9 4.4 .2 8.4 3.8 10.8 3
117
229
232
824
Ratio 1.3: 1 22 : 1 2.2 :1 3.6 :1
* •
<i 1 1
c
32
of the development of an unfavorable attitude might
be attempted through adninistrative measures.
Unlike the Bullock and Alden study, referred to
earlier in this thesis, it appears that the training
of teachers had little effect upon the attitude of
the students v/ho answered this questionnaire. From
Table VI p. 33 the following information was obtained:
That two hundred and seventy-five (275) or
thirty-three percent (33^S) who had trained v7omen
teachers liked Physical Education and two hundred and
forty-one (241) or twenty-eight percent (28%) who had
trained vromen teachers disliked Physical Education
in High School,
The most noteworthy contribution exhibited
through Table VI p, 33 is that the personnel of in-
struction has improved in recent years. Girls are no
longer, to any great extent, being taught by men. Only
thirty-three (33) or four percent (4%) reported this
type of instruction and only seventy-six (76) or nine
percent (9%) reported that Physical Education v/as
taught by a classroom teacher.
The last item in the questionnaire which might
possibly have some effect upon attitude, v/hile a High
School student, is the inforraation concerning the gym-
nasium or place where Physical Education classes v/ere
held. (Table VII p. 35 )
,
i(
Table VI SHOY/S FOR VARYIITG IFJl.IBERS OF STUDEI^S m COLLEGES
A, B, C A1\TD D, mo LIKED OR DISLIKED PHYSICAL ED-
UCATIOH PnilGF SCHOOL , CERTAIN DATA AS TO TIffi
SEX AIID TRAINBTG OF THEIR HIGH SCHOOL INSTRUCTORS.
College "A*»
Number
Percent
College "B"
Number
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number
Percent
lirotal of All
Number
Percent
Ratio
Physical Physical Class Class Total
Education Education Room Room Number
Teacher Teacher Teacher Teacher of
(Woman) (Man) (Woman) (Man) Students
Dis- Dis- Dis- Dis-
Like Like Like Like Like Like Like Like
91 83 2 2 10 7 4 0 246
39.4 33,7 .8 .8 4 2.8 1.6 0
35 21 11 4 18 4 0 0 117
29 17 9 3 16 3 0 0
103 80 3 2 7 2 0 0 229
44.9 34.9 1.3 .8 3 .8 0 0
140 57 1 2 10 8 2 0 232
60.4 24.6 .4 .9 4.3 3.5 .9 0
275 241 17 10 45 21 6 0 824
33 28.9 2 1.2 5.4 25.2 .7 0
1.1 : 1 1.6: 1 .2: 1
r
The term "Gymnasium Shared", means one large gym-
nasium in which two classes were held simultaneously.
The classes were separated by means of a partition or
curtain.
The term "Separate Gymnasium", means that boys
and girls each had their ovm gymnasium or that classes
were so scheduled that the gjrmnasium v;as used by only one
class at a time.
Table VII p, 55 also shows that in only sixty- eight
(68) or six percent (6%) of the cases were the classes
held in places other than gymnasiums, such as classrooms
or out-of-doors.
The writer feels that once again there is no
direct evidence that this factor affects the attitude
of the students. However, it is interesting to note
that under, "Gymnasium Shared", one hundred and ninety-
four (194) or twenty-three percent (23^) liked Physical
Education and that one hundred and fifty-nine (159) or
nineteen percent (19^) disliked it, shov/ing that thirty-
five or four percent (4^) more liked it than disliked
it. But under the heading, "Separate Gjrmnasium", one
hundred and eighty-five (185) or twenty-two percent (22%)
liked it, and one hundred and tv/o (102) or twelve percent
(12%) disliked it, shov/ing that eighty-three (83) or ten
percent (10%) more liked it under this condition.
r
Table VTI SHOWS FOR VARYING MTJl^IBEHS OF STUDEI-rrS IN COLLEGES
A, B, C D, WHO LIKED OR DISLIICSD PHYSICAL
EDUCATION IN HIGH SCHOOL , CERTAIN DATA AS TO THE
FACILITIES AVAILABLE FOR FIhYSICAL EDUCATION , IN
THE HIGH SCHOOLS THEY ATTENDED.
College "A"
NTunber
Percent
College "B"
Number
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
I
College "D"
i Number
I
Percent
i
;
Total of All
^ Four Colleges
Number
Percent
Ratio
Gym Separate Class Out-of- Total !
Shared Gym Room doors Number
of
Students
Dis- Dis- Dis- Dis-
Like Like Like Like Like Like Like Like
56 46 53 36 8 0
22.7 18.6 21.5 15.6 .4 .4 3.2 0
29 24 10 7 0
24 20 8 5
0 13 10
0 0 11 8
46 48 49 31 3 0 12
20 20.9 21.3 13.4 1.3 0
63 41 73 28
27.2 17.6 31.4 12
194 159 185 102
0
.4 0
5.2 2.1
9 5
3.8 2.1
246
117
229
232
5 1 42 20
23.3 19.1 22.2 12.2 .6 .1 5.9 2.4
824
1.2: 1 1.8: 1 2.1: 1

By following Table VIII p, 37 there were only one
hundred and eight (108) or thirteen percent (13%) of the
students in the four colleges who did not have Physical
Education in High School. Thirteen (13) or one and five
tenths percent (1,5%) were excused by the Doctor and
thirteen (13) attended private schools v/here Physical
Education was not required.
1c
1 j
Table VIII SHOVfS CSRTAUT DATA FOR V^^YHTG NUIvIBSRS OF STU-
DEMTS , IN COLLEGES A, B, 0 AJm^ D, VfflO DID NOT
HAVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN HIGH SCPIOOL AND mO
Y/SRS EITHER EI-CCUSED BY Tlffi DOCTOR , OR WHO AT-
TENDED PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SCHOOLS WHERE PHYSI-
CAL EDUCATION WAS NOT REQUIRED
.
Attended Attended Was Total
Public Private Excused Nunber
School School by Dr. of Pupils
College **A"
Number
Percent
E9
11.8
0
0 .8
246
College "B**
Number
Percent
18
15.3
3
2.5
3
2.5
117
College "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number
Percent
23
10
12
5.1
4
1.7
6
2.6
4
1.7
4
1.7
229
232
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number 82
Percent 9.9
13
1.5
13
1.5
824
.1:1 .01 : 1 .01 : 1

CHAPTER lY
Attitude of Teachers ^ College Students
toward Physical Education ,
In the previous two chapters the author has pre-
sented evidence concerning data that was obtained by
combining certain items in the questionnaire. These
items dealt Vij-ith the girls* experiences before reaching
college. In this chapter the information assembled con-
cerns the students* attitude toward Physical Education
while attending a Massachusetts State Teachers* College.
To the v/riter, Table IX p. 39 presents the most en-
lightening material of all,
a. Of the eight hundred and tv/enty-four (8S4)
I
I
I
who answered the questionnaire, four hundred and
thirty (430) or fifty-one percent (51^) liked Phys-
ical Education both in High School and in College,
b. Of the eight hundred and tvrenty-four (824)
who answered the questionnaire, eight (8) or one
percent {!%) liked Physical Education in High School
but not in College.
c. Of the eight hundred and twenty-four (824)
who answered the questionnaire, two hundred and
thirty-eight (238) or twenty-eight percent (28%)
disliked Physical Education in High School but liked
Physical Education in College,
1i
1
1
1
*
<•
Table DC SIIOV/S CERTAIN DATA FOR VARYING MUIvIBERS OF STUDEIIT^S
IN COLLEGES A, B, C AND D, VHIO LIKED , DISLIKED
OR Dm NOT IIAVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION HIGH SCHOOL,
AND VniO LIKED OR DISLIKJID HF/SICAL EDUCATION IN
COLLEGE.
Liked Physical Disliked Physical Did not Teike
Education 'in Education in Physical Edu-
High High School cation in
High School
Liked itDisliked Liked it Disliked Liked itDisliked
in it in in it in in it in
College College College College College College
C6llege "A"
Number 104 0 89 12 31 0 246
Percent 42.2 0 36.1 4.8 12.6 0
Ciillege "B*»
NiJmber 62 1 29 g 17 4 . 117
Percent 52 .8 24 .1 14 3
Cdllege "C"
' Number 120 0 67 10 30 1 229
Percent 52 0 28.4 4.4 13.2 .4
Cgllege "D"
Number 144 7 53 16 17 5 232
Percent 62.1 3 22.8 6.5 7.3 2.1
T(i)'tal of
All Four
Colleges
Number 430 8 238 40 95 10 824
Percent 51.6 1 28.6 4.8 11.4 1.2
Ratio 51.6 : 1 5.9 : 1 9.5 : 1
c1 » * « -»
• «
» • /» ^ '
> - . 4 » > a
1
i
d. Of the eight hundred and twenty-four (824)
who answered the questionnaire, forty (40) or four
percent {4:fo) disliked Physical Education both in
High School and in College. Thus it appears that
only fifty-eight (58) or seven percent {7fo) of the
eight hundred and twenty-four (824) college students
involved in this study disliked Physical Education
in College,
These figures show that two hundred and thirty-
eight (238) or twenty-eight percent (28^) of the stu-
dents have changed their attitude toward Physical Educa-
tion since attending College,
Fron the statement that four hundred and thirty
(430) like it both in High School and College and forty
(40) dislike it both in High School and College, it can
be said that likes and dislikes have a tendence to per-
sist ,
The last item in Table IX p, 39 shows that ninety-
five (95) vfho had not taken Physical Education in High
School like it in College and only ten from that group
dislike it.
The author feels that in order to understand why
some girls have an unfavorable attitude toward the sub-
ject it would be well to investigate the reasons and
correct the causes wherever possible.
Ic
Tlie following nine reasons were suggested and the
results tabulated. (Table X p. 4E ).
In High School the order was:
a. Inconvenience of dressing and undressing.
b. Not tirae enough to dress.
c. Activities not interesting.
d. Class too large,
e. Different degrees of skill in one class.
f
.
Antagonistic feeling tov/ard required work.
g. Not able to do the work well.
h. Class at end of day.
i. Dislike activity in any form.
In College the order was:
a. Inconvenience of dressing and undressing.
b. Activities not interesting.
c. Not tine enough to dress.
d. Dislike activity in any form.
e. Not able to do work well.
f. Different degrees of skill in one class.
g. Class at tend of day,
h. Class too large.
i. Antagonistic feeling toward required v/ork.
Examining the two lists the author may be led to believe
that in the High School situation v^here two hundred and
seventy-eight (278) or thirty-three percent (33^) of the
!c
c
Table X SE0V7S REASONS GIVEN BY STUDE^TTS IN COLU^GES A, B,
C AND D, FOR DISLUCHJG HiYSICAL EDUCATION HIGH
SCHOOL A^ID ITT COLLEGE.
College "A"
Number
|i Percent
College "B"
Number
I
Percent
ollege "C"
Number
I
Percent
College "D"
Number
|i Percent
Icotal of
All Four
Colleges
Nimber
Percent
Ratio
Inconvenience Not Time
of Dressing Enough to
and Undressing Dress
Activities
Not
Interesting
Total
Number
of
Students
School
Tn
College
Tn TTt a-YiA.L1
School
Tn
College
In High In
School College
34
13.8
4
1.6
38
15
0
0
30
12.1
3
1.2
246
17
14.5
2
1.7
16
13.6 3.4
12
10.2
5
4.2
117
16
6.9
8
3.4
24
10.4
10
4.3
21
9.1
10
4.3
229
17
7.3
10
4.3
15
6.4
8
3.4
18
7.7
5
2.1
232
84
10.1
84
2.9
93
11.1
22
2.6
81
9.8
23
2.7
824
3.4 : 1 4.2 : 1 3.6 : 1

Table X (Continued) SHO^^/S KSASO^IS GIVEN BY STUPEITS IIT COL-
LEGES A, B, C AlTD D, FOR DISLIKING PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION DT HIGH SCHOOL AM) IN COLLEGE.
Different De- Antagonistic Class
grees of Skill Feeling Tov/ard Too
in Class Required V/ork Large
Total
Number
of
Students
In High In In High In In High In
School College School CollegeSchool College
College "A"
Number
Percent
College "B»*
Number
Percent
Cipllege "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number
Percent
12
4.9
8
6.8
10
4.3
6
2.5
.8
4
3.4
6
2.6
0
0
16
6.5
5
4.2
.8
4
1.7
0
0
2
1.7
•8
0
0
18
7.5
10
8.5
11
4.6
10
4.3
0
0
0
0
5
2.1
246
117
229
232
Total of
All Four
Colleges
1
1 Number
Percent
Ratio
36 12 27
4.4 1.4 3.2
3.1 : 1 8
.4
49
5.9
8.4
.7
824
« * " o
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Table X (Continued) SHOWS REASONS GIVEN BY STUDEITTS IN COL -
LEGES A, B, C AN^ D, FOR DISLIKING PHYSICAL EDUCA-
TION IN HIGH SCHOOL AND IN COLLEGE.
Dislike
Activity in
Any Form
Class at
End
of Day
Not Able
to do
Work V/ell
Total ;
Ninnber
of
\
Students
In High In In High In In High In
School College School College School College
College "A"
NuTiiber"
Percent
college "B"
Number
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number
Percent
Total for
All Four
Colleges
.8
5
4.2
.8
0
0
7
2.8
.8
6
2.6
7
3
5
2
0
0
4
1.7
.8
6
2.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
2
2
1.7
10
4.3
9
3.8
7
2.8
246
5 117
4.2
4
1.7
4
1.7
229
232
Number
Percent
Ratio
.1
21
2.5
.04 : 1
11
1.2
1.8
.7
26
3.2
1.3
20 824
2.4

pupils disliked Physical Education, the first five rea-
sons were administrative ones. If it were possible to,—
allow more time for dressing, provide adequate facilities
for dressing, offer a varied program, limit the class en-
rollment and separate into ability groupings perhaps,
the number expressing a dislike for the subject would
be greatly reduced.
From the College list the first three items are
still administrative, but exist in fewer cases, the
next two become individual reasons. The group disliking
Physical Education on the College level numbers only
fifty-eight (58). But careful administrative procedures
should greatly reduce the numbers here also. The place-
ment of "Dislike Activity in any form", on the tvro lists
leads the author to believe that the High School attitude
could be greatly changed before students reach College,
and that this reason is the main reason for College
Students really disliking Physical Education shovm
by the ratio .04:1 in Table X p. 44 •
Only one side of the picture has been presented
when the reasons for disliking the subject have been
accumulated. It would be v/ell also to knov/ what led
a girl to express a liking for Physical Education on
the College level. (Table XI p. 47 )
.
The list was not presented in the questionnaire.
f

An opportunity was given each student to express for
herself reasons that seemed to her most fitting. The
terms used in the table are taken from some of the
papers and the results tabulated beside them were exact
or similar terms from other papers.
From Table XI p. 50 the College program has cor-
rected administratively some of the factors V7hich led
students to dislike the subject in High School, Ex-
amples of this is contained in such terms as "a varied
program is offered", "class is not too large", and
no favorites".
Table XI p. 51 also states that the girls are health
conscious. Other terms such as, "get necessary exer-
cise", "showers are available", and "get-out-of-doors",
appear on the list.
This table reveals their vievrooint in relation
to their sense of importance. It stresses the point
that through liking
,
appreciations have been developed.
Perhaps an exact statement of the interest of stu-
dents cannot be made at this time. Possibly other fac-
tors such as v/ork, study and social life might later
change their intentions. But an honest reaction to the
question, '^Vould you elect Physical Education if it were
not required in College?" is presented in Table XII p, 54«
a. Those who liked Physical Education in
f
Table XI (Continued) SHOWS REASONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS IN
COLLEGES A, B, C AND D, FOR LIKING PHYSICAL
EDUCATION IN COLLEGE.
It
is
Fun
Varied Get No
Program Necessary Reason
Offered Exercise Given
Total
NumlDer
of
Students
College "A"
Number
Percent
College "B"
Number
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
Number
Percent
Total of All
Eour Colleges
Nuraber
Percent
Ratio
46
18
87
23
37
16.1
42
19.1
152
18.4
59
23
21
17.9
49
El.
4
14
6
143
17.3
23
9.3
20
17
38
16.5
51
21.5
132
16
27
10.9
18
15.3
26
11.3
52
22.4
123
14.9
246
117
229
232
824
.2:1 .2:1 .1:1 .1:1
ic
Table XI (Continued) SHOWS REASONS GIVSN BY STUDENTS M
COLLEG-ES A, B, C MB D, FOR LIKING PHYSICAL
EDUCATION IN COLLEGE .
College "A"
Number
Percent
College "B"
Number
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
'College "D"
Like to
Play
G-ajnes
For
Social
Values
Change
From
Work
Good
Teaching
Total
Number
of
Students
35
15.4
13
11.1
28
IS.
2
30 26
12.2 10.5
15 12
12.8 10.2
30
12.9
Number
Percent
'Total of All
Four Colleges
Number 107
Percent 11.7
35
15.2
7
3
87
10.5
27
11.7
19
8.1
84
10
23
9.3
19
16.1
27
11.7
12
5.1
81
9.8
246
117
229
232
824
Ratio .13:1 11:1 .10:1 .1:1

Table XI (Continued) SEOV/S REASONS GIYBIT BY STUDEI-TTS IN
COLLEGES A, B, C AND D, EOR LIKING PHYSICAL
EDUCATION IN COLLEGE.
College "A"
Number
Percent
College "B"
Number
I
Percent
College "C"
Number
|j
Percent
College "D"
jj
Number
' Percent
For Chance Learn No Total
Recreation To Know New Favorites Number
Class- Tilings of
Mat e 3 Students
Better
17 27 17 24 246
6.9 10.9 6.9 9.7
7 15 19 2 117
5.9 12.8 16.1 1.7
23 21 8 26 229
10 9.1 3.4 11.3
32 10 19 3 232
13.7 4.3 8.1 1.2
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number 79
Percent 9.5
73
8.8
63
7.6
55
6.6
624
Ratio .1 : 1 .09: 1 .08: 1 • 07: 1
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Table XI ( Continued)
COLLEGES A,
UCATION IN
SHOWS RS/^ONS GIVKM BY STUDSTTTS IN
B, C AND D, FOR LIKn^IG PEYSICAL ED-
COLLEGE.
Class not
Too
Large
For
Relaxation
ShoY/ers
are
Available
Like
Competi-
tion
Total
Number
of
Students
1
College "A"
Number
Percent
1
28
11,4
8 10
4
4
1.0
246
1
College "B"
Number
1 Percent
6
5.1
7
5.9
6
5.1
5
4.2
117
1
College "C"
Number
1
Percent
13
5.6
14
6.1
14
6.1
12
o.l
229
College "D"
Number
Percent
5
2.1 8.6
U
0
7
3
Total of all
Four Colleges
Number 52
Percent 6.3
49
5.9
30
3.6
28
3,3
824
Ratio .06 : 1 .06 : 1 .03 : 1 .03; 1
II
m 4 *
» ^ •
r " -r •
• »» •
i
I
c
11
51
Table XI (Continued) SHOVJS RSASO^TS GP/^N BY STUDEMTS
COLLECrES A, B, C Aim D, FOR LIKING PHYSICAL
UCATION IN COLLEGE.
IN
m-
mil
Help
Teaching
Get
Outdoors
For
Leadership
Chances
Feel a
Sense of
Achieve-
ment
Total
iviumDer
of
Students
College "A"
Number
Percent
8
3.2
8
3.2
6
2.4
4
1.6
246
1
College "B**
,
Number
' Percent
6
5.1
2
1.7
10
8.5
1
.8
117
i
College "C"
Number
i Percent
11
4.8
6
2.6
4
1.7
9
3.9
229
College "D"
Number
Percent
3
1.2
11
4.7
0
0
1
.4
232
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number
Percent
28
3.8
27
3.2
20
2.4
15
1.8
Ratio .03 :1 .03 : 1 .02 : 1 .01 : 1
1
i
52
1
Table XI ( Continued)
COLLEGES A
EDUCATION
SH0V7S REASOI^IS
,
B, C, Aim D,
IN COLLEGE.
GIVEN BY STUDEOTS IN
FOR LIKING PHYSICAL
i
1
t
Alv7ays
V/anted
It
Better
Equipment
Develons
Skill
Total
Number
Students
i
College "A"
Number
Percent
2
.8
1
.4
X
.4
PAfi
! College "B"
Number
Percent
4
3.4
1
.8 1.7
117J. J. I
College "C"
Number
Percent
7
3
8
3.4
1
.4
829
College "D"
Number
Percent
1
.4
3
1.2
0
0
232
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number 14
Percent 1«6
13 4
.4
824
Ratio .01: 1 .01:1 .004:1
1
J
1
j
1

College and would elect it, vrlth academic credit
given, were six hundred and twelve (612) or seventy-
four percent {74:fo) of the eight hundred and twenty-
four (824) who answered the questionnaire,
b. Those who disliked it in College and would
elect it, with credit v/ere sixteen (16) or one and
nine tenths percent (1.9%) of the eight hundred
and tv/enty-four (824)«
c. Those who liked Physical Education in
College but would not elect it, with credit, were
forty (40) or four percent (4%) of the eight hundred
and t\7enty-four (824) •
d. There were fifty-eight (58) or seven percent
(7%) of the eight hundred and twenty-four (824) who
disliked it in College and v/ould not elect it in
any case.
e» There were four hundred and eighty-five
(485) or fifty-eight percent (58%) of the eight
hundred and twenty-four (824) who liked the subject
and v7ould elect it without credit,
f. There were eighty-six (86) or ten percent
(10%) of the eight hundred and tv/enty-four (824)
who liked the subject and would not elect it, with-
out credit.
Therefore, it would be safe to say that the four
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Table XII SHOYiTS CERTAIIT DATA FOR VARYING I-JUIiBBRS OF STUDENTS. I
IN COLLEGES A, B, C AND D, VTHD LIKED OR DISLIKED
PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN COLLEGE AlW V/HO WOULD OR
College "A"
NiJiiii^er
"*
Percent
College "B"
Niunber
Percent
College "C"
Number
Percent
College "D"
NuDiber
Percent
Total of All
Four Colleges
Number
Percent
WOULD NOT ELECT PHYSICAL EDUCATION \
OUT ACADEI.IIC CREDIT.
/ITII OR WITH-
P/ould Would not V/ould
Elect Elect Elect
with with Without
Credit Credit Credit
Would not
Elect
Without
Credit
Total
N"umber
of
Students
Dis- Dis- Dis-
Like Like Like Like Like Like
Dis-
Like Like
186 1 14 9 137 9
75.6 .4 5.6 3.6 55.6 3.6
28
11
8
3.2
246
QQ o in "7 nyo cj ±u / oo u
83.7 1.7 8 5.9 75.1 0
15
12.8
9
7.6
117
167 2 11 14 131 0
72.9 .8 4.8 6 57.2 0
37
16.1
18
7.7
229
161 11 5 S4 129 27
69.4 4.7 2.110.3 55.611.2
6
2.5
25
10.8
232
612 16 40 54 485 36
73.4 1.9 4.8 6.5 5Q.2 4^3,
86
10,3
60
7.2
824
Ratio 38.6:1 .7:1 13.6:1 1.4: 1
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hundred and eighty-five girls, who would elect Physical
Education regardless of its academic credit, have reach-
ed a deep understanding of its values and perhaps have
established permanent centers of interest.
The Probable Errors of Percentage Frequencies
and their Statistical Significances
.
The Holzinger Eormula v/hich is found in "Statistical
methods in Education", (1988) pp. 243-244, may be used
here to show the significances of percentage differences.
Holzinger* s Formula, for the Probable Error of the
Percentage, is Equation 102, and is as follows:
P.E.fp =
.6745^J
^p( 100-fp)
N
in which fp is the percentage score of frequency and N
is the number of cases.
Holzinger* s Formula, for the Probable Error of the
Percentage Difference is as follows:
P.E. (dif£)= ^(P.E. of the first percent ) Slus(P.E.' ofsecond ^^^^t)^
The significance of this is if the actual difference
between the two scores is more than five time the P.E.
of the differences the gain is significant.
An illustration from this thesis taken from state-
ments made on p. 8 , items 5 and 6 as to the effect of
early play life upon the attitude of students, toward
Physical Education.

IItem 5 - That thirty-three (33) girls or
seven and five tenths percent (7.5^^) of those
v7ho liked Physical Education in High School
played alone most of the tine.
Item 6 - That sixty-eight (68) girls or
tv/enty-four and four tenths percent (24,45^) of
those who disliked Physical Education in High School,
played alone most of the time.
What is the significance of this percentage
difference?
By applying the Holzinger j^^ormula to the 7,5% or
those that liked Physical Education in High School, v/e
get the P.E.fp:
This 7.5% may be written as 7.5-3.08,
Applying this formula also, to Item 6 p. "3 or to
the 24.4% of those that disliked Physical Education
in High School, we get for the P.E.fp:
P.E, of 24.4 = .6745 sf 24,4(100-24.4 ) = 4,127
68
This 24.4% may be written as 24.4-4.127.
Applying Holzingers* Formula on p,244 for the
Probable Error of the Difference v/e get:
P.E. (diff.) = (3.08)2^(4^12)2

57
P,E, (diff.) =t:5.i5
Tiierefore, the difference 24.4 - 7.5 may be vn?itten
16.9 ir 5.15.
But the actual difference is not more than five
times the probable error hence it is not a significant
difference.
But unlike the previous example the next illustra-
tion from this thesis shows differences which are of
statistical significance.
From the summary on p. 12 Items 3 and 4, as to the
number of students who disliked Physical Education in
High School and who now like or dislike it in College.
Item 3 - That out of two hundred and seventy-
eight (278) girls, eighty-five and six tenths percent
(85.5^) or tv70 hundred and thirty-eight (238) dislike
Physical Education in High School, but now like it in
College.
Item 4 - That out of two hundred and seventy-
eight (278) girls, fourteen and three tenths percent
(14.3^^) or forty (40), disliked Physical Education in
High School and still dislike it in College.
What is the significance of this percentage
difference?
P.E. of 85.6% . .6745 xj 85.6 (100-85.6 )
238
-1
1
P,E. of 85.6 = tl.53
+
This 85,6 may be written 85,6 - 1,55,
P.E, of 14.3 = .6745 J 14.5(100-14.5 )
^ 40
P.E. of 14.5 = ts.VS
This 14.5 may be written as 14.5 ~ 5.7.
P.E. (diff.) = \l(1.53£j2 f (5.72)2
P.E. (diff.) = 4.02
P.E. (diff.) = 14.02
The actual difference 85.6 - 14.5 may be v/ritten
as 71.5 t 4.02.
The Probable mrror Difference is 4.02 therefore,
the actual difference i^ more than five tir.ies the
difference of the probable error and hence of statis-
tical significance.
The same procedure may be followed for figuring
percentage significances elsewhere in this thesis.

CHAPTER Y
Conclusions
The writer of this thesis has reached only a few
definite conclusions, these are:
1, That the information concerning the childhood
play life gave a vivid picture of the individual
girl hut showed no central tendence toward the
formation of attitudes,
2, That the reasons students gave for disliking
Physical iiducation in High School xvere of such a
nature that they could he lessened hy content and
organization,
3, That the reasons students gave for disliking
Physical jilducation in College Yiere primarily due
to a disinterest in Physical Activity and in a
lesser degree, to administrative deficiencies,
4, That the reasons students gave for liking
Physical Education in College covered a V7ide range,
5, That four hundred and thirty (430) or fifty-two
percent (52%) of the girls liked Physical Education
both in High School and in College,
6, That tv70 hundred and thirty-eight (238) or
twenty-nine percent (29%) of the girls disliked
Physical Education in High School but liked it in
College.

7. That ninety-five (95) or t\7elve percent (12^^)
of the girls \7ho did not have Physical Education
in High School like it in College,
That only fifty-eight (58) or seven percent {7%)
of the girls dislike Physical Education in College,
9, That six hundred and twenty-eight (6E8) or
seventy-six percent (76^) of the students would
elect Phjrsical Education if it was not required
and academic credit was given,
10, That two hundred and forty (240) or twenty-seven
percent (27^^) of the students would not elect
Physical education under any condition,
11, That five hundred and twenty-one (521) or sixty-
four percent (54^) of the students would elect
Physical Education even though no credit were given,
12, That activities which students like
,
dislike
and wish more instruction in are listed in the
appendix.
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APPENDIX A
A Copy of the Questionnaire used in
this Study.

Questionnaire
1. Hov7 old are you? 12 3 4
2. Check what year in college,
3. Do you have any brothers?
a, Y/hat are their ages?
4. Do you have any sisters?
a. V/hat are their ages?
5. As a child v/ith whom did you play? Check one or
all the following. Underline the ONE with v/hom
you played the most,
a. With your brothers
b. With your sisters
c. With other children
d • Alone
6. Approximately how many students attended the
High School that you attended?
7. Did you go to a public or private High
School?
8. Did you have any Physical Education in
High School?
9. If you had Physical Education was it required
or elective?
10. Hov; many years did you have Physical Education
in High School?
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Questionnaire (Continued)
11. Did you have a gyrnnasiun in your High School?
12. Did the boys and girls have separate gym-
nas iuns
13. Did the hoys and girls share the same
gymnas ium?
14. If you did not have a gymnasium where v/ere the
Physical Education classes held?
15. In your High School Physical Education was
taught hy:
a, A trained Physical Education
woman instructor?
b. A trained Physical Education
man instructor?
c. A woman on the teaching faculty not
especially trained in Physical
Education?
d. A man on the teaching faculty not
especially trained in Physical
Education?
16. Check the follov/ing list. Mark the activities
that you were taught. Check twice the activities
you had most often.
Archery

Questionnaire (Continued)
Tennequoit
Gymnastic Exercises
Field Ball
Golf
Hiking
Marching
Natural Dancing
Soccer
Squad Practice of Skills
Tennis
Apparatus
Tumb 1ing
Stunt s
Tap Dancing
Bov/ling
Jumping Events - Track
Running Events - Track
Folk Dancing
Basketball
Volley Ball
Baseball
I(
i
1
i
i
1
1
1
1
1
!
i
i
j
1
1
I
j . ....... .. ...
11
Questionnaire (Continued)
17. Approximately hovi many students v/ere in your Phys-
ical Education class in High School?
18. Did you like Physical Education in High School?
19. If you disliked Physical Education in High School
was it for any of the follov/ing reasons? If so,
check the reasons.
a. Inconvenience of dressing
and undressing
b. Not time enough for dressing v/ith the
resultant feeling of untidiness
c. Required to participate in activities
not interested in
d. Different degree of skill in one class
e. Antagonistic feeling toward required
Physical Education
f. Class too large
g« Dislike of Physical activity in any
form^
h. Class at end of day
i. Not able to do the work well
20. Do you like Physical Education on the college
level^_?
21. If you do not like Physical Education for any of

Questionnaire (Continued)
the following reasons, check those that apply
to you.
a. Inconvenience of dressing and undressing
"b. Not tiiie enough for dressing with the
resultant feeling of untidiness
c. Required to participate in activities in
v/hich not interested
d. Different degrees in skill in one class
e. Antagonistic feeling tov/ard Physical Edu-
cation that is required
f . Class too large
g. Dislike of Physical activity of any form
h. Class at end of day
i. Not able to do the v/ork well
22. If you do like college Physical Education, list
your reasons below:
a. d.
b. e,
0. f
.
23. Would you elect college Physical Education if it
Yieve not required and credit were given?
24. V/ould you elect college Physical Education if it
were not required and no credit were given?
25. Check the following list of Physical Education
1j
i
•
i
j
i
!
i
!
i
1
1
j
1
1
1
!
-
1
1
j
i
-
.
.
i
^
1
i
i
1
1
II
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I
Questionnaire (Continued)
Activities in the column v/hich corresponds to
your interest and viewpoint.
LUCE DISLIKE WOULD LIKE
MORE IN-
STRUCTION
IN
!•
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
Archery
Tennequoit
Gyninastic Exercises_
Field Ball
Golf
Hiking
Marching
Natural Dancing_
Soccer
Squad practice of skills_
Tennis
Apparatus_
Tumbling__
Stunts
Tap Dancing_
Bowling
Jumping Events - Track
Running Events - Track_
Folk Dancing
It
II
Questionnaire (Continued)
j
NAl.CE LIKE DISLIKE V/OULD LIKE
MORE IN-
STRUCTION
IN
20, Basketball
21. Volley Ball
22. Baseball
I
I
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